Drainage systems

Product overview

BG-Drainage Systems
We are a family-run company with over 30 years of tradition and experience
in the fields of drainage, metal construction and concrete products.
We manufacture surface drainage systems and various other prefabricated
parts made from stainless steel, galvanised steel, aluminium, cast iron and
concrete. Keeping our finger on the pulse is our top priority so that we can
be a reliable partner for our customers and so that we are able to offer them
the best quality products and highest precision possible. To achieve this, we
can rely on our decades of experience and our comprehensive expertise.
Individual made-to-measure products according to the customer’s requests
are always possible based on existing planning documents or joint planning.
Our team of specialists is happy to advise you about this. We maintain our
high quality standards through laboratory testing and monitoring by
government-approved testing stations. Our customer base includes the
construction materials trade, the construction and building industries, as
well as architects and private and public institutions.

Further information can be found in our pricelist and on the homepage:

www.bg-betonwaren.de

BG-Concrete channels
Concrete drainage channels are valuable elements in infrastructure construction, which are
exposed to the highest loads and perform their task almost unnoticed.

BGF-Z shallow channels

Flat concrete drainage channels with edges set in concrete
and a quick-lock system. Best suited for subterranean
garages, workshops and similar areas.

BGU-Z universal channels

These concrete drainage channels have a load capacity of
up to 600 kN and as such are perfectly suited for installation
in private areas, such as in home and yard driveways, and
in public areas with high traffic volumes, such as pedestrian
zones or car parks.

BGZ-S heavy-duty channels

A solid concrete channel is additionally reinforced by a cast
iron edges with a Z-profile. The drainage channel is most
commonly installed in busy areas such as country roads,
highways or freight fowarding areas.

Depending on requirements, all concrete channels are
available in various sizes and nominal widths as well
with cast iron, mesh and perforated gratings. Also
special designs are possible.

Further information can be found in our pricelist and on the homepage:

www.bg-betonwaren.de

BG-Polymer channels
Polymer is a combination of mostly silica and granite mixed with synthetic resin and is therefore
denser and more elastic than concrete. The low weight makes handling and installation easier.
Our Poly Tec drainage channel meets the requirements for all strength classes.

BG Poly Tec channels
Polymer channels are the lighter and cheaper
alternative to concrete channels for driveways,
access roads and garage entrance.
In addition, this material is
resistant to corrosion, weather
and aging. Polymer concrete
wins people over through its
resistance to many chemicals
such as petrol, saline solutions,
acids, etc. Thanks to its smooth
surface, quick removal of the water
is guaranteed. And with it, mud deposits
and frost damage in winter are a thing of the past.
Each Poly Tec drainage channel has a preformed
DN 100 mm outlet.
The Poly Tec inlet boxes offer connection options
on both sides for all channel installation heights up
to 180 mm.
There are a wide variety of covers available for the
Poly Tec drainage channels, such as MW 30/10 class
A 15 – C 250 mesh grating, perforated grating, main
bar grating, cross bar grating, class C 250 ductile iron
grating, as well as different design options for grates
made from hot-dipped galvanised and stainless
steel V2A.

Further information can be found in our pricelist and on the homepage:

www.bg-betonwaren.de

PVC-Drainage channels
PVC drainage channels are a light alternative to heavier channels. Our PVC drainage channels can be
combined with various different covers and are designed for use in areas with loads from class A 15 –
class C 250 kN. Therefore, the PVC drainage channel is ideal for use around the home, e.g. for facades,
footpaths and driveways.

BG-PVC channels
Our PVC drainage channels can be used for corner-,
T- and cross-connections, which are held together
with click closures. In addition, there are three DN
100 mm outlet options per channel.
There are a wide variety of covers available
for the PVC drainage channels such as
slotted grating, PVC mesh grating, mesh
grating, perforated grating, main bar grating,
cross bar grating, as well as different design
options for grates made from PVC, hot-tipped
galvanised steel and stainless steel V2A.
The relevant channel height can be connected to
both sides of the PVC channel inlet boxes, with the
click closure.
Our PVC range also includes numerous accessories,
such as
• Front walls
• Front walls with drain
• Screw connection bridges
• Yard outlets 300 x 300 x 300 mm
• Drainpipe inlets
• Edges in heights of 45 mm und 70 mm
• Entrace well mats 600 x 400 x 70 mm

Further information can be found in our pricelist and on the homepage:

www.bg-betonwaren.de

BG-Facade channels
The BG-facade channels, one- or bothside perforated of galvanized steel or stainless steel, are
characterized by their low height and at the same time large drainage performance.

BG-Facade channels
Our facade channels fit perfect for environments which have little room for drainage,
such as flat roofs or facades, for example.
Depending on requirements, they are available
in stainless steel or galvanzied steel in various
sizes and configurations.
In addition, the facade channel is also available in a height-adjustable version, which can
balance out any slopes in the foundations or
unevenness.
A large range of gratings, such as mesh,
perforated, main bar and cross bar gratings.

BG-Slot channels
Slot channels are perfectly suited for draining
plaster and glass facades, terraces, balconies,
gardens and doors, and prevent any damage
being caused by waterlogging. A mesh cover
stops any solid materials entering the channels and guarantees that the channel runs in a
clean line. The cover can be easily removed so
that the channel body can be cleaned.
This channel is designed to be adjusted to the
overall look of the building.

Further information can be found in our pricelist and on the homepage:

www.bg-betonwaren.de

Additional products/accossories
In addition to drainage channels BG Betonwaren GmbH offers further products for a complete
drainage system, such as manhole covers, scrapers, drains and inspection units.

BG-Manhole overs
BG manhole covers blend in perfectly with paving
stones, for channel shafts and other structures.
As you can choose the cover‘s surface, you can
make the BG manhole cover completely disappear
from sight by using paving stones, concrete, natural
stone, tiles, grass, plants, etc. All that remains is
the dirt collection edge. Rusty cast iron covers or
ugly concrete covers are past.

BG shoe scrapers
The BG show scrapers are available in various sizes,
both static and height adjustable in galvanized steel
or stainless steel.

Additional products
The BG Betonwaren GmbH offers a variety of
accossories made of concrete, steel, polymer and
PVC in various sizes:
• Drains
• Covers
• Inspection units
• Sump units
• Trap closures
• Sealing materials
• Front and end caps
And many more
Due to our in-house production custom-made
products are possible at any time.

Further information can be found in our pricelist and on the homepage:

www.bg-betonwaren.de

References

BG drainage systems do their reliable service
not only in large construction projects, like the
Allianz Arena or the German Air Traffic Control
but also in many private properties.

Get in touch with us.
We are happy to advise you!
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